Jeschke Christmas letter – Part Lai
January 21, 2007
Part 3. 1-21-07 Well I’m having my last full day here in Shillong. I leave tomorrow for
Guwahati to catch a plane to Calcutta, then I catch another plane to Singapore and
another to LAX via Tokyo, and finally the Airbus to SB. 40 plus hours of continuous
travel across 12 time zones. We’ve hired a big Tata Sumo to pick us up in the AM here
in Shillong and haul me and my entourage down to the plains. Uncle Pete’s entourage
regularly includes Ri and five giggling girls ranging in age from 12 to 21 – Lucky Pierre.
School has been out and these five girls have been our constant companions.
I’ve set myself up in the living room with my laptop to finish this Christmas letter, and
my video camera is ready to tape messages for Aibor and Arri from all the relatives that
will shuttle through here this evening to say their goodbyes to Uncle Pete. Last time they
said their goodbyes I didn’t come back for 27 years (!) so they will all be apprehensive. I
have so enjoyed myself though, and see such great opportunities here to explore the
family’s roots and even to do business in this booming economy, that I am promising to
return next Christmas.
Unless I get enthused and write more from one of my stops on the way home, this should
about wrap this up. I hope you have enjoyed the pix so far. I’ll try to give you a more indepth glimpse of the Khasi people now, and perhaps wax philosophical. For those of you
who have been subjected to my Christmas letters over the years, this has been pretty tame
stuff so far, huh?
1-22-07
Well that didn’t work. It’s
about 24 hours later and I am in
the Kolkata airport. Hordes of
relatives cycled through the
house last night and then I
stayed up all night copying onto
CDs pictures of people who
wanted prints for themselves.
One of the Aunties brought over
a photo album and I shot some
digital pix of the old King of
Cherrapunjee and his burial in
the 1960’s. Here’s a shot of
him.
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Does he look like his great grandchildren, Aibor or Arri? He has lain in state for the past
44 years and a successor has yet to be decided on. I think it might just require some good
old politicking to get one of the Boyz in there as King. Here’s my new passion, getting
this kingly residence partly shown below back functioning. I know mansioneers here in
Montecito who would kill for a faux aged paint job like that!

Ri is staying on in India to finish some things up, and I am going home to face the music.
I have been a month away from my businesses, with no voice com link. Lots of catching
up to do. When I finally got out of the NE India NoInternationalRoamZone, my
BlackBerry came to life and downloaded 200 emails.
The Guwahati airport has changed its rules and Ri and the entourage couldn’t come in.
Just as well, as they were all in tears and that would have been a real strain. Some of the
girls so desperately wanted to get on the plane with me and escape, that it hurt!
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Let’s focus on some Khasi highlights:
Kwai (beetelnut) is chewed by just about everyone, some much more than others. There
is a kwai shop every twenty feet along the sidewalk. Kwai is basically three items, the
split nut of the Beetlenut tree, seen here rising above the jungle,

wrapped in a
tympew (arica
nut?) leaf with
a dab of lime.
The first time
you eat it you
get a bit of a
buzz. It turns
your teeth red.
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Here’s a fellow we
met in the forest, who
has peeled some nut
and chopped it (lower
right), and is spreading
some lime on the leaf,
preparatory to offering
us some.

But it is the remarkable smearing of excess lime on everything, seen in the background of
so many of my pictures, or the foreground like this picture below, that stays with me.
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1-23-07 I’m now in Singapore, at the airport which behaves like a mall. Got a few hours
here beween phone calls to work on this.
Ever since I met Ri and took
my first visit to Meghalaya,
I’ve been of the opinion that
Khasi girls are the prettiest
girls in the world. They are
certainly not retiring and
they look you right in the
eye. It’s not just the ones
dolled up in western or
fancy dress, it’s the natural
girls with no makeup doing
their everyday things which
are special, like the girls
who are “back there in the
kitchen”,

or sitting at a little kwai stall
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Or washing dishes

Or holding babies
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Or just going to the market

or watching you out of the corner of their eye as you stalk them for a clean shot.
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1-23-07 (again, because of the Int’l dateline) I am now 34,000’ up over the Pacific in the
black of night. My third sleepless night in a row. So, let me now wax philosophical. It
was great getting to know the young Khasi generation. They are bright and full of life.
Most of them however want to just get away from Shillong, from India, from the
prospects of a humdrum life. They’ve seen Oprah and MTV and Cosmopolitan, and they
want to get out – it’s palpable, this desperation.

Lisa is a
typical girl,
she just
wants to
have fun.
Here she is
dancing at
Cloud Nine
at the top of
the
Centerpoint
Hotel. She’s
twenty, and
wants to get
away with all
her heart
from the
dead ends
and pitfalls
waiting for
her like punji
pits in
Shillong.
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She was looking at some
photos of sunsets from our
deck in SB and lamented on
how she had never seen a
sunset. So at the first
opportunity I shot her a
good Meghalaya sunset and
showed her, and then we
took her for a walk in the
quiet pine forest which is
just three minutes walk up
the hill behind Ri’s house,
and tried to show her what
she shouldn’t be missing,
what was around her in her
Shillong, what was right
there in front of her nose
while she daydreamed of
Montecito swimming pools.

In fact we took all the girls for a walk in the woods the next day, and enjoyed the
wondrous quiet broken only by birdsong.
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we discovered Christian graves (zoom in and check out that name),

we lit wishing candles at a Buddhist monastery,
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We found some Hindu graves(?) (zoom in and check out the darling little faces on those
black rocks!),

and we found some things we just could not identify.
What I told them was
the grass isn’t always
greener on the other
side. That if they did
escape they would
have to work really
hard, harder then all
those office workers in
India with their deadend jobs. That being
said, however, we
know that the reality is
getting away is good
for people. Ri and I
sure got away from
things when we were
young. So we’re
making sure that some
of these girls have
passports, not a cheap
or simple task in India,
so if and when
opportunity knocks,
they’ll be ready to go.
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I was a big hit with all my electronic gizmos (most of which worked flawlessly). Here
I’m showing everyone pix on my laptop of Gavin, who all the girls want to come to
America and babysit, and live happily everafter.

and here they are watching themselves after I taped them sending messages to Aibor and
Arri.
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Usually on a trip like this I end up being in only a few pix, and those are all posed in front
of a canyon, or sitting with people like ducks in a row on a couch. At Shillong’s
outrageous Saturday Barra Bazaar I stuck the digital camera in Ri’s hands and asked her
to please take a picture of me “doing something.” Here is my favorite shot of me,
shooting a video of the meat market mosh pit.

To try to sum up Meghalaya - it is a land which sometimes looks like a Chinese painting,
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Where people’s faces look like this

And like this
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And like this study in blue,

And like these village headmen of Mawshamok.
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And kids get all in a tizzy when a camera is produced

And love to pose
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And everyone eats Kwai (and smears a lot of lime on buildings),
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and there are lots of very pretty women.

OK, I really need to stop here. I have thousands of images and hours of digital video that
I could subject you to. As soon as I have a high speed wireless connection I will forward
this to you all. Hope you have a healthy and Happy New Year!
Lots of Love,
Peter and Ri
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